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Abstract. In order to make a good decision, humans usually try to predict the be-
havior of others. By this prediction, many different tasks can be performed, such as
to coordinate with them, to assist them or to predict their future behavior. In com-
petitive domains, to recognize the behavior of the opponent can be very advanta-
geous.

In this paper, an approach for creating automatically the model of the behavior of
a soccer team is presented. This approach is an effective and notable improvement
of a previous work. As the actions performed by a soccer team are sequential, this
sequentiality should be considered in the modeling process. Therefore, the obser-
vations of a soccer team in a dynamic, complex and continuous multi-variate world
state are transformed into a sequence of atomic behaviors. Then, this sequence is
analyzed in order to find out a model that defines the team behavior. Finally, the
classification of an observed team is done by using a statistical test.

Introduction

Knowledge about others is very beneficial for coordination, collaboration and adversarial
planning. In order to make a good decision, humans usually try to predict the behavior
of others. There are new theories which claim that a high percentage of the human brain
capacity is used for predicting the future, including the behavior of other humans [1]. In
adversarial domains, Riley [2] supposes that human players observe the behavior of the
opponent during a game and try to match the observed playing style to previously en-
countered ones; then, the player selects the best performed strategy against the previous
opponent. Therefore, in order to act efficiently, agents (software agents, robots or human
beings) should try to recognize the behavior of other agents. Different techniques have
been used in agent modeling in very different areas; for instance, opponent-modeling in
soccer domain simulation, intelligent user interface, and virtual environment for training.
In particular, this paper focuses on the soccer domain simulation.

In this paper we propose an efficient approach for recognizing and classifying an
observed team behavior. The goal of this research can be divided in 2 parts: Firstly,
the different team behavior models (classes) are created by observing the behavior of a
team during a game. Then, a team behavior is observed and classified into the predefined
models (classes).

In a soccer team (multi-agent environment), a group of agents cooperates to achieve
a common goal. Therefore, the changes made to the environment are not the result of the
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behavior of a single agent, but the interaction of the agent with each other and the world
in which they act. As a consequence, the emergent behavior is usually hard to understand
because the global behavior is not the sum of the local behaviors of the agents. We
propose an approach for modeling the behavior of a team as a global behavior defined
by the sum of the more relevant actions of its player members.

Because of any behavior has a sequential aspect, we consider that a team actions are
usually influenced by its past actions. The presented approach is an notable and success-
ful improvement of our previous work [4]. However, in this work, a soccer agent team
behavior is represented as a distribution of its relevant atomic behaviors. Also, an effec-
tive statistical method is used in the classification method. This approach has been fully
implemented and empirically evaluated in a complex and noisy multi-agent environment:
the Soccer Server System [5] as used in the RoboCup Soccer Coach Simulation [6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 1 provides a brief
overview of the background and related work relevant to this research. The approach is
detailed in section 2. The experimental results obtained in the proposed environment are
shown in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 contains future work and concluding remarks.

1. Background and Related Work

In many areas is very useful to model and recognize the behavior of other agents. Agent
modeling has been applied in real-time domains with continuous state and action spaces.
In competitive domains, the knowledge about the opponent can be very advantageous.
For example, in the RoboCup Simulation League [7] the modeling and classification of
the opponent team is necessary to adapt the own team behavior. In this area, Carmel and
Markovitch [8] propose a method to infer a model of the opponent’s strategy which is
represented as a Deterministic Finite Automaton. Tambe et al. [9] present an approach
for tracking agent models based on a plan recognition task. Ledezma et al. [3] present an
approach to modeling low-level behavior of individual opponent agents. Time series and
decision tree learning are used by Visser and Weland [10] to induce rules that describe
a team behavior. Riley et al. [2] propose a classification of the current adversary into
predefined adversary classes. Han and Veloso [11] recognize behaviors of robots using
Hidden Markov Models.

Similar to our approach, Kaminka et al. [12] recognize basic actions based on de-
scriptive predicates, and detect the relevant actions of a team using a statistical approach
and a trie data structure. This structure is also used in [13] to create frequent patterns in
dynamic scenes. However, these previous works focused on unsupervised learning, with
no ability to classify behaviors into classes.

2. Soccer Team Classification. Our Approach

In this section, our approach for modeling and classifying the behavior of a soccer agent
team is described. This approach is divided in two different parts: Off-Line Phase:
For each game observed, the behavior of a team is analyzed, modeled and stored in a
behavior-library (LibTBM) (Section 2.1). On-Line Phase: The goal is to classify on-line
the behavior of an observed team into the team behavior models previously stored in the
LibTBM (Section 2.2).
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2.1. Off-line phase: Construction of the Team Behavior Models

The actions performed by an agent soccer team are inherently sequential, and this se-
quentiality is considered in the modeling process proposed. This section describes the
two stages for constructing the model of a soccer agent team from its observation: First,
the observation stream is transformed into an ordered sequence of recognized atomic be-
haviors (Section 2.1.1), then the model is created and stored in LibTBM (Section 2.1.2).

2.1.1. Obtaining Atomic Behavior Sequences

In this phase, each observation is a snapshot of the soccer field that do not offer any in-
formation about its actions. Therefore, the actions taken by the agent team should be esti-
mated by contrasting consecutive snapshots. The procedure to identify atomic behaviors
(events) in a soccer game is based on a work of Kuhlmann et al. [14] and eight atomic
behaviors are inferred: Pass, Dribble, Intercept pass, Steal, Goal, Missed shot, Foul and
Hold. Each event is characterized by the players that have executed the action. The result
of this phase is a sequence of atomic behaviors ordered by time.

As a sample sequence of events, lets consider we are observing an agent team and
its behavior (during a small period of time) is represented by the following sequence:
{Pass1To2→ Pass2To1→ Pass1To2→ Pass2To1→ Dribble1}.

2.1.2. Creating the behavior model

In this approach, the temporal dependencies are very significant and it is considered
that a current event depends on the events that have happened before and it is related
to the events that will happen after. Taking this aspect into account, to get the most
representative set of sequential events (subsequences) from the acquired sequence, the
use of a trie data structure [15] is proposed. For constructing a trie from a single sequence
of events, the sequence is processed in three steps explained below:

a. Segmentation of the sequence:
In this step, the sequence is segmented into several subsequences. This segmenta-

tion is divided by defining an appropriate length and obtaining every possible ordered
subsequence of that specific length. In the proposed sample sequence, let 3 be the subse-
quence length, then it is obtained: {Pass1To2→ Pass2To1→ Pass1To2} and {Pass2To1
→ Pass1To2→ Pass2To1} and {Pass1To2→ Pass2To1→ Dribble1}

b. Storage of the subsequences:
The subsequences of events are stored in a trie, such that all possible subsequences

are accessible and explicitly represented. In a trie, every node represents an event, and
the node’s children represent the events that have appeared following this event. Also,
each node keeps track of the number of times an event has been inserted on to it. As the
dependencies of the events are relevant in an agent behavior, the subsequence suffixes
(subsequences that extend to the end of the given sequence) are also inserted.

Considering the previous example, the first subsequence ({Pass1To2 → Pass2To1
→ Pass1To2}) is added as the first branch of the empty trie (Figure 1 a). Each event is
labeled with the number 1 that indicates that it has been inserted in the node once (in
Figure 1, this number is enclosed in square brackets). Then, the suffixes of the subse-
quence ({Pass2To1 → Pass1To2}) and {Pass1To2}) are also inserted (Figure 1 b). Fi-
nally, after inserting the three subsequences and its remaining suffixes, the completed
trie is obtained (Figure 1 c).
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Figure 1. Steps of creating a trie

c. Creation of the behavior model: distribution of atomic behaviors
Once the trie is created, it is traversed to calculate the relevance of each subsequence

(path from the root node to any other node of the trie). For this purpose, frequency-
based methods are used. In particular, in this approach, to evaluate the relevance of a
subsequence, its relative frequency or support [16] is calculated. Therefore, in this step
the trie is transformed into a set of subsequences labeled with a value (support).

After labeling all the subsequences of the trie, the model of an agent behavior is
represented by the distribution of its subsequences. In the previous example, the trie
consists of 9 nodes; therefore, the model consists of 9 different subsequences which are
labeled with its support. Figure 2 represents the distribution of these subsequences.

Figure 2. Distribution of subsequences.

However, in the environment in which we will apply our approach, the behavior of
a team must be inferred by using two different games: Base Strategy: Game in which
a general strategy of the team is played. And Play Pattern: Game in which a specific
behavior of several team players is activated using the previous Base Strategy.

Therefore, in this case, the behavior of the team is modeled by creating the two dis-
tributions (tries) of atomic behaviors of the two games (base strategy and play pattern)
and then, comparing them. This comparison is needed because the relevant subsequences
appears only in the play pattern or with a low value in the base strategy. Therefore, the
result of this comparison is a distribution with the subsequences of the Play Pattern dis-
tribution labeled by subtracting (Play Pattern subsequence support) from (Base Strategy
subsequence support).

Finally, once a behavior model has been created, it is stored in LibTBM as a trie for
a good and effective handling. The different models created are stored and labeled in the
library with a name that identifies them.

2.2. On-line phase: Team Behavior Classification

In this second phase, a game is observed and the set of behavior models that the team
follows must be reported. Firstly, the observations of the agent team to classify are col-
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lected and its behavior model is created. Then, this model is matched with all the behav-
ior models stored in LibTBM. As both models are represented by a distribution of events,
a statistical test is applied for comparing these distributions. The proposed test applied
for matching two behaviors is a modification of the Chi-Square Test for two samples. A
non-parametric test (or distribution-free) is used because this kind of test does not as-
sume a particular population distribution. To apply this test, the behavior model to clas-
sify is considered as an observed sample and all the behavior models stored in LibTBM
are considered as the expected samples.

The Chi-Square Test is the comparison of two sets of support values in which Chi-
Square is the sum of the terms (Obs−Exp)2

Exp calculated from the observed (Obs) and ex-
pected (Exp) distributions (models). This test has not been used in our classification pro-
cess because only the expected values are compared and if an observed value is not rep-
resented in the expected distribution, it is not considered. Therefore, in order to solve
these problems, the way to compare the two distributions is modified to the sum of the
terms (Exp−Obs)2

Obs , what we call Chi-Square-Obs Test. By applying this test, a value that
indicates the deviation of the two distributions is obtained. The lower the value, the closer
the similarity between the two behaviors. Figure 3 represents graphically the idea of the
proposed novel comparing method.

Figure 3. Team Behavior Classification Process

An important advantage of the proposed test is its rapidity because only the observed
subsequences are evaluated. However, there is no penalty for the expected relevant sub-
sequences which do not appear in the observed distribution. The Chi-Square-Obs Test is
applied once for each behavior model stored in LibTBM. The number of terms to sum in
each comparison is always the same: number of subsequences in the observed behavior
model. It means that the degrees of freedom (dof ) are the same in all the comparisons
and a normalization of the results according to the dof is not necessary. The model which
comparison obtains the lowest value is considered as the most similar one.

As example, lets consider the sequence that represents the observed behavior is:
{Pass1To2→ Pass2To1→Goal1}. Figure 4 shows the comparison between the previous
expected distribution (Expected Team Behavior Model 1) and the observed distribution
(Observed Team Behavior Model). The comparison value in this example is: (0,22−0,16)2

0,16

+ (0,16−0,16)2

0,16 + (0,22−0,16)2

0,16 + (0−0,16)2

0,16 + (0−0,16)2

0,16 + (0−0,16)2

0,16 = 0,525.
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Figure 4. Observed and Expected Comparison Example

3. Experiments. RoboCup Soccer Team Behavior Classification

The Soccer Server System [5] is a server-client system which simulates a soccer game in
a discrete fashion. Eleven players (agents) can only perceive objects that are in their field
of vision and interact in a complex and noisy multi-agent environment. In particular, this
research uses the environment of the RoboCup Soccer Coach Competition [6].

3.1. RoboCup Soccer Coach Simulation

The main goal in this environment is to classify a soccer simulation opponent team be-
havior by observing its actions (the behavior of the players does not vary significantly
over the course of the game). The construction of models is done by analyzing several
game log files. Each game represent a team behavior. Then, it is observed a new game in
which several team behaviors are activated at the same time. The classification is done
by reporting the team behaviors activated in the observed game.

For the experiments in this domain, we have used the rules from the RoboCup 2006
Coach Competition [17] and the experiments have been performed in the same way that
this competition. However, although the competition consists of 3 different rounds with
different team behaviors to analyze and classify, we only show the results of the first two
rounds obtained using our approach. In the first round, 17 different team behaviors are
analyzed (download from [6]) and stored in LibTBM. The games analyzed in this case are
around 1000 to 3000 cycles games (in our case, the atomic behaviors identified for each
game are around from 100 to 200). Then, in each iteration of the round, a different game
where 4 or 5 different team behaviors have been activated is observed (team behavior).

3.2. Results

Table 1 shows the ranking list obtained for the 3 iterations of the first and second rounds
(because of lack of space, only the 8 first team behaviors have been represented). The
number of team behaviors activated in each iteration is indicated in brackets. In the first
round, the team behaviors are identified with a number (from pattern00 to pattern16) and
in table 1 the team behaviors that have been activated are marked with an asterisk. As
we can see, the result are very promising since in the six first places of the 6 iterations,
there are at least 3 team behaviors that have been correctly identified as activated.

Analyzing these results, the player behaviors named pattern04 and pattern16 have
been classified correctly in first position. Although the way to define these player be-
haviors is using a special language called CLang [18] (with which the behavior of the
simulated soccer player can be modified), we describe these player behaviors as follows:
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Table 1. Results for the RoboCup Coach Competition. Round1

Round1 (17 different team behaviors) Round2 (16 different team behaviors)
Iter1 (4) Iter2 (5) Iter3 (5) Iter1 (5) Iter2 (4) Iter3 (4)

pattern04 * pattern16 * pattern04 * patternJ * patternB patternF
pattern16 pattern01 * pattern02 * patternL patternF patternE *

pattern00 * pattern00 pattern13 patternF * patternA patternJ
pattern12 pattern13 * pattern05 patternE patternE * patternD

pattern15 * pattern05 pattern00 * patternD patternJ patternB *
pattern05 pattern07* pattern12 * patternA * patternP * patternH
pattern09 pattern03 pattern01 patternG patternD patternA
pattern03 pattern09 pattern06 * patternP patternK * patternP

... ... ... ... ... ...

• Pattern04: Players 6, 7 and 8 pass the ball to an specific point in the field.
• Pattern16: Player 1 pass to player 3 or 4. Player 3 and 4 dribble to a fix space.

However, the following player behaviors are not recognized correctly:

• Pattern14: The player 3 dribbles to the space where the player 5 is situated. The
player 5 dribbles to the space where the player 9 is situated. The player 9 dribbles
to the space where the player 3 is situated.

• Pattern08: If the ball is situated in a defined area, player 8 dribbles to a fix space.
Otherwise, player 8 passes to player 0.

As we can see analyzing the results, our approach works successfully when the
behavior of the team to recognize is related to the actions of the players. Any other kind
of team behavior (related to the different field regions in which the action occurs or the
cycle when it occurs) could not be detected. However, there are some team behaviors that
are not related to actions but the way the players play makes that it can be recognized.

These results are very interesting for the official goal of the RoboCup (to create a
team of fully autonomous humanoid robot soccer players) because, as humans do, the
robot players should recognize the opponent behavior in order to act optimally.

4. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presents an approach for modeling and classifying a soccer team behavior
from observation based on a previous work [4]. The underlying assumption in this ap-
proach is that the observed team behavior can be transformed into a sequence of ordered
atomic behaviors. This sequence is segmented and stored in a trie, then the relevant sub-
sequences are evaluated by using a frequency-based method. The main aspect in this
approach is that the model of an agent behavior is represented by a distribution of rel-
evant subsequences. Also, for classifying a given team behavior, a modification of the
Chi-square Test for two samples is proposed.

This approach has been evaluated in the real-time and multi-agent domain RoboCup
Soccer Coach Simulation by conducting a large set of experiments. Although the results
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depend of the behavior to recognize, the obtained results by using the proposed approach
are very satisfactory. The approach is evaluated only in one domain; however the only
step of the approach which is domain-dependent is the transformation from observation
to a sequence of atomic behaviors. Therefore, the approach can be generalizable to mod-
eling and classifying other behaviors represented by a sequence of events (such as GUI
events, network packet traffic and so on).

In this research, we have considered that the behavior of a team does not change
over a game. However, in order to construct a soccer team model more realistic, it should
be frequently revised to keep it up to date. This aspect could be solved by using Evolving
Systems and it is proposed for future work. The use of the classification result for carry-
ing out useful actions in the proposed environment is also considered as future work.
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